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THE INTERNATIONAL CARNIVAL GLASS ASSOCIATION CONVENTION AUCTION

Swede Tilberg Collection
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1995 --11:00 A.M.

Bristol Suites - Dallas, Texas
Texas Auctioneer License No. 10758

I feel privileged to once again have the opportunity to auction at the International Carnival Glass
Convention Auction This year the collection I will be selling is from an outstanding gentleman, collector, and
friend, Swede Tilberg. Swede has put this collection together one piece at a time, picking items with great
color and iridescence. His collection is pretty from top to bottom. Come to Dallas to be apart of this great
event'

International Carnival Glass Association Convention information: Contact Reg Dunham at 217-245-6733.
Preview: Thursday August 3. 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. Terms: Cash. Checks accepted with proper I.D.
** Please bring your resale tax number with you as sales tax will be charged.

WRITE-IN BID POLICY

1. Write-in bids will be accepted by sending the numbers of the item(s) desired and the amount bid on each to: Seeck
Auctions. 405 1st St Grafton. Iowa 50440.

2. If known by Auction Company, bids may be done over the telephone. (515)424-1116.
3. There is a S5 handling charge for each successful bid. Shipping and insurance charges are additional.
4. Bidders will be notified by a phone call if their bid(s) are successful. This call will be made 1 - 3 days after the auction

is over.

5. Please have all bids in by Tuesday. July 25th. All bids (by mail or phone) after this date will not be carried out.
6. If you do not receive an item that sold for less than your bid. assume we cancelled your bid because the piece of

glass had below average color, manufacture problem, damage or was not listed correctly.
7. To receive price lists send. S20 - for this auction and next 7 auctions

S5 " for only this auction or inidividual auction (please specify)
Send to the above address.

I. L.B.J. hat - marigold
2 Cathedral Chalices (2) - marigold
3. Imperial Grape ruffled bowl - purple
4. Wine & Roses goblet - blue - very scarce color
5. Garden Path 6" plate - marigold
6. Vintage Fernery - blue - pretty
7. Beaded Shell mug - purple
8. Flute & Optic stemmed spittoon - marigold
9. Ski Star handgrip dome ftd plate - peach opal
10. Hattie whimsey rosebowl - purple - only one I know about, an outstanding piece w/great

Irid., a key piece in this auction
II. Open Rose 9" plate - amber - nice

-Tb 12. Beaded purse - dark
ijS'O 13. M'burg Trout & Fly ruffled bowl - green - satin & super
ISC 14. Horse Medallion 7" plate - marigold - scarce
/Wcc 15. Acorn Burrs 8 pc. punch set - purple • a super nice set and very hard to get
yy 16. Miniature pipe - marigold

17. Fine Rib 10 1/2" voDC—rod very protty

HSC 18. Stippled Good Luck ruffled bowl - blue - electric & nice
3 '10 19. Two Flowers IC shaped large size ftd bowl - blue - super blue irid.!
ncc, 20. Stippled Peacocks PCE bowl - blue - scarce & nice



JL> 22

HSC 23

33

ASC 34

/i£L37

21. Flowers & Frames tri-cornered crimped edge ftd bowl - purple - super blue Irid., an
outstanding piece of Dugan
Morning Glory 13" funeral vase - purple - very pretty
Orange Tree w/trunk 9" plate - blue - super
Strawberry 9" plate - marigold - super pretty
Elk's tri-cornered single handled nappy - purple - one of only a few known, a real
treasure, a top piece in the hobby

/Py 26. Vineyard 7 pc water set - marigold - pretty
//C 27 Fantail ruffled bowl - marigold - pastel
/906 28. Two Flowers chop plate - marigold - super irid. on this rare chop plate
Uon 29. Peacock & Dahlia 7" plate - marigold - very scarce

30. Heart & Horseshoe (Fenton's Good Luck) ruffled bowl - marigold - very rare & desirable,
nice

Footed Shell - green - small size
Footed Shell - marigold - small size
M'burg Peacocks small berry bowl - marigold - radium & nice
M'burg Peacocks small berry bowl - amethyst - radium & super
Poppy Show 9" plate - blue - super pretty, a nice example
Poppy Show 9" plate - ice blue - also, a very nice example
Poppy Show 9" plate - marigold - dark w/pink irid., super!
Poppy Show 9" plate - white - very flat, very pretty

39. Ribbon Tie ruffled plate - blue - super
40. Leaf Columns 11" vase - aqua teal - pretty & scarce
41. Peacocks 9" plate - purple - very scarce & extra nice
42. Peacocks 9" plate - marigold - always in demand, nice
43. Thin Rib & Drape 5" vase - marigold

i^Of) 44. Rustic 18" funeral vase - green - very rare color for this vase, nice
fSC 45. Rustic 18" funeral vase - amethyst - super pretty & very scarce
5CC 46. Rustic 19" funeral vase - purple - very dark, almost black amethyst, nice

Rustic 18" funeral vase - blue - always in demand
S'SO 48. Rustic 19" funeral vase - marigold - even & very pretty
7/} 49. Castle scene lamp shade - marigold

2 cod. 50. Holly ruffled bowl - red - the way red should look, outstanding
/</:>" 51 Morning Glory 17" funeral va^^ - marigold

52. Leaf Chain 7" ruffled he^^^led - very nice for this piece, rare
/3T 53. Drapery Variant 8" vase - marigold - pretty
qcc 54. N's Bushel Basket - aqua - a very pretty basket, maybe as rare as any color
Ljcc 55. N's Bushel Basket - aqua opal - has a double bottom, different & heavy
j^cC 56 N's Bushel Basket - ice green - scarce
/ {,!r 57. N's Bushel Basket - blue
273"58. N's Bushel Basket - amethyst - smooth handles, very scarce
t Qc 59. Apple Blossom Twigs ruffled plate - white - pretty
/LCC 60. Hearts & Flowers 9" plate - marigold - extremely rare & pretty!!
?ir61. M'burg Strawberry ruffled compote - amethyst - radium & super

I IOC 62. Age Herald ruffled bowl - amethyst - very nice color on this rare piece
63. Grape & Cable hatpin holder - green - very scarce, hatpin holders are hot!

3  64. Grape & Cable hatpin holder - purple - very pretty
Grape & Cable hatpin holder - black amethyst - dark
Grape & Cable hatpin holder - marigold - very even, nice
Rose Show Variant ruffled bowl - reninger blue - super pretty, very rare & in high
demand

68. N's Lattice & Poinsettia ftd ruffled bowl - marigold • super pretty & scarce
Grape & Cable tankard tumblers (4) - purple - choice

2ioc 70. Illinois Soldiers & Sailors plate • marigold - pretty outstanding



CfSQ 71. Spector's Department Store (Heart & Vine) 9" plate - marigold - nice
72. Hobnail Variant 10" vase - marigold - pretty
73. Beaded Cable rosebowl - ice blue - very rare color, nice
74. Beaded Cable rosebowl - white - very scarce, frosty & pretty

^00 75. Beaded Cable rosebowl - aqua opal - a collector's favorite
{JJ_ 76. Beaded Cable rosebowl - green - pretty for these, plain interior
j* i'̂  77. Beaded Cable rosebowl - blue - electric & nice
fCO 78. Persian Medallion bon bon - red - very nice & very scarce
.<"7^ 79. Round-Up ICS low bowl - lavender - super pretty blue irid.l

80. Butterfly & Tulip ftd bowl - purple - extremely rare, a classic piece that is very pretty
/OCO 81. Embroidered Mums ruffled bowl - blue - electric & nice
:iSV 82. Nippon PCE bowl - ice blue - pretty

83 Pony ruffled bowl - marigold
/ jcc 84. Hattie chop plate - marigold - pastel & super, very rare

85. Daisy & Drape vase - marigold - spectacular, flared out
86. Daisy & Drape vase - blue - very nice, flared out
87. Daisy & Drape vase - purple - nice & very scarce

a'7i^88 Daisy & Drape vase - white - pretty
^OC 89. M'burg Holiy Sprig tri-cornered bowl - green - radium
?-75 90. M'burg Peacocks whimsey large berry bowl - marigold - flattened out, radium & super

pretty
p s'^91 Peacock & Grape ruffled bowl - marigold

^CC 92. M'burg Many Stars ruffled bowl (5 pt. star) - amethyst - radium & super
Cl 93. M'burg Multi Fruits & Flowers miniature compote - green - extremely rare, radium & nice

/ 75" 94. Ripple 10" vase - aqua teal - scarce
/ coc 95. Hearts & Flowers compote - lime green - extremely rare, outstanding!

96. Hearts & Flowers compote - aqua opal - very nice
97. Hearts & Flowers compote - blue - very pretty & rare
98 Hearts & Flowers compote - marigold - pretty

^ j tT 99 M'bjrg Seaweed large IC bowl - aqua green - extremely rare shape
?c6r100. M'burg Little Stars 7" ruffled bowl - blue - has insignificant nick on base, a quality piece,

only one I've seen, is super pretty
-SGT? 101. Diamond Points 10" vase - saphire - very pretty, rare

^^^102. Diamond Points 11" vase - ice blue - pretty, scarce
/-T103. Diamond Points 11" vase - marigold - super

104. Diamond Points 11" vase - purple
^cO 105. Peacock & Grape 9" plate - marigold - super pastel irid., must see it to believe it!
_42£106. M'burg Fleur De Lis IC shaped collar based bowl - amethyst - radium, nice
/noC 107. M'burg Night Stars bon bon - green - radium, really nice
noc 108. Fern Brand Chocolates handgrip plate - amethyst - scarce & extremely desirable
iai" 109. Ripple 18 1/2" funeral vase - marigold - 4 1/2" base
1X00 110. N's Dandelion tankard 7 pc. waterset - amethyst - a nice matching set!

111. M'burg Whirling Leaves tri-cornered collar based bowl - green - radium, pretty
SVC- 112. M'burg Leaf & Little Flowers sherbert shaped compote - green - radium, super
ycg 113. M'burg Leaf & Little Flowers sherbert shaped compote - marigold - radium & super

114. Pinecone 6" saucer shaped plate - green - outstanding!
W) 115. Pinecone 6" saucer shaped plate - amethyst - superl
Jw 116. Pinecone 6" saucer shaped plate - blue - super!

117. Pinecone 6" saucer shaped plate - marigold - outstanding
uril8. M'burg Many Stars ruffled bowl (6 pt. star) - marigold - satin

Drapery Variant 8" vase - purple - pretty
120. Stag & Holly chop plate - marigold - super pretty, very hard to come byl
121. Table lamp w/2 Dragon's Tongue shades - moonstone - scarce

Vet? 122. N's Bushel Basket - celest blue - has some epoxy on one foot, extremely rare & pretty



UqO 123. N's Bushel Basket - lime green - very scarce, pretty
/(.C 124. N's Bushel Basket - white - pretty
■T^<'125. N's Bushel Basket - marigold

N's Bushel Basket - purple
i^OC 127. M'burg Peacocks large berry bowl - amethyst • radium, nice
cjOC 128. Grapevine Lattice 7" plate - purple - super special!
/g/ 129. Grapevine Lattice 7" plate - marigold
j2^130. N's Corn Vase - marigold - dark & pretty
ncO 131. N's Corn Vase - green - a dandy
qcC 132. M'burg Fleur De Lis tri-cornered dome ftd bowl - amethyst - radium, a very rare shape
_££^133. Beaded purse, beads & earrings - dark
Cjoo 134. Persian Medallion 9" plate - blue ■ nice plate, pretty

135. Vintage ruffled bowl - amethyst
! ^cc 136. Rose Show ruffled bowl - green - very pretty, has small spot of epoxy on edge

137, Rose Show ruffled bowl - aqua opal - always in demand
3,)0 138 Persian Garden 6" plate - white
2 7!ri39. Scroll Embossed 9" plate - purple - very pretty

140. M'burg Multi Fruits 8 pc. punch set - amethyst - radium & very pretty, not often offered
for sale

/ i,oc- 141. M'burg Multi Fruits 8 pc. punch set - marigold - another rare punch set, radium
Tji" 142. Vintage 7" plate - green - very scarce
j.c^143. Vintage 7" plate - amethyst - scarce

144 Vintage 7" plate - blue - scarce
/SS145. Vintage 7" plate - mangold - scarce

6 7/" 146. Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate - marigold - pumpkin color w/outstanding irid., this is a
fabulous piece of marigold!

SQO 147. Grapevine Lattice tankard water pitcher - amethyst - very scarce & desirable
.yi" 148. Grapevine Lattice tumbler - amethyst

£7£149. Leaf Chain 9" plate - marigold - super, super!
/O.CC 150. Jockey Club ruffled bowl - amethyst - very scarce & in high demand, nice

^cc 151. Banded Grape & Cable hatpin holder - marigold - nice
i2ri52. M'burg Bullseye & Loops 7" vase - green - radium, scarce
/ /oC- 153. N's Peacock at Urn IC bowl - ice blue - super nice irid., very flat

154. N's Peacock at Urn IC bowl - white - nice 8i frosty
155. Plaid IC shaped bowl - amethyst - radium, almost a plate, rare

ygC 156. M'burg Peacocks large ruffled bowl - green • radium, scarce
V2;)"157. M'burg Peacocks large ruffled bowl - amethyst - radium, scarce
3oo 158. Fenton's Peacock at Urn ruffled bowl - blue - pretty

Fenton's Peacock at Urn ruffled bowl - marigold - nice
160. Stippled Grape & Cable 9" plate - saphire - a super plate, very rare & extremely

desirable, a must for plate collectors
^'2n61. Stippled Grape & Cable / Old Rose Distillery 9" plate - green - very scarce & nice

162. Large Perfume atomizer - marigold
163. Perfume - marigold
164. M'burg Peacock at Urn large IC shaped bowl - amethyst - satin, very rare
165. M'burg Peacock at Urn large IC shaped bowl - amethyst - radium & fantastic, 1" crack from

edge
166. M'burg Sunflower pin tray - green - radium, very rare
167. Pulled Loop 11" vase - purple - pretty
168. Good Luck ruffled bowl - blue - pretty
169. N's Butterfly bon bon - purple

ArO(^}170. Dragon & Strawberry ruffled collar based bowl - amethyst - super pretty & extremely
'  rare, as nice as they get!
JD^7^. M'burg Peacock Tail Variant compote - marigold - radium, nice



/ 4-^'172. M'burg Courthouse 10 shaped bowl - amethyst - radium & outstanding, hard to find in
the 10 shape

,2-2X173. N's Stippled Peacock at Urn large ruffled bowl - marigold - pastel, made from the ice
cream bowl

^7££174. M'burg Strawberry square crimped edge compote - marigold - an outstanding piece of
glass, unusual shape w/super radium irid.

/^^175. Stippled Good Luck PCE bowl - marigold - pastel
y?"- U 176 Tree Trunk 10" vase - purple - pretty {-2-^
? -IS Ml. M'burg Trout & Fly 3 in 1 edge bowl - marigold - satin, scarce shape
^0 178. Petal & Fan 6" tight crimped edge plate - purple - pretty & very scarce

179. Beaded purse - dark ^ ̂  ̂
.^0 180. Florentine candlesticks - red - very rare items, nice

181 Florentine candlesticks - celest blue

^182. Peacocks ruffled bowl - marigold - always in demand
6 183 Ripple 10" vase - aqua teal - scarce

VlX 184. Formal JIP vase - marigold - much harder to find than the purple, nice
/ jy 185. Nippon ruffled bowl - marigold - nice
Y-i-T 186. Rustic 22" funeral vase - blue - pretty

187. M'burg Strawberry large square bowl - marigold - radium, very rare shape
3c 188. Vintage Banded shaving mug - marigold - has slag effect in base

jYy£189. Rose Show 9" plate - white - very rare & desirable, nice
^.rgc190. Lotus & Grape 9" plate - green ■ very rare plate, Fenton plates are hot!
/^yi91. Little Barrel - smoke - super

M'burg Zig Zag crimped edge square bowl - amethyst - radium & super, very unusual
shape

vc.o 193. M'burg Tulip Scroll 7" vase - marigold - extremely rare, dark & even
7Xl94 Rustic CRE vase - marigold

S./CC 195. Garden Path Variant chop plate - amethyst • extremely rare & desirable, pretty
^yi96. Orange Tree standard size mug - aqua - scarce color

N's Stippled Peacock at Urn large IC bowl - marigold - spectacular, have to see It to
believe it

^C0198. Holly 9" plate - green - very rare color for this plate
3 jj'igs. Three Fruits 9" plate - green - pretty

f^cc 200. Lovely tri-cornered ftd bowl - purple - outstanding piece, very pretty & rare
fn'T 201. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - marigold
YrTC 202. Dandelion mug - aqua opal - a collector's favorite
2i"C 203. Dandelion mug - purple - scarce & nice
US' 204. fvl'burg Rays & Ribbons ruffled bowl - amethyst
jcc 205. Hearts & Flowers compote - ice blue - light, but has nice irid.

10'} 206. Hearts & Flowers compote - aqua blue opal - a bluer shade, nice
l£Q__207. Hearts & Flowers compote - violet - very bright purple, very pretty
/ nf 208. Hearts & Flowers compote - white - pretty
3:^209. Good Luck PCE bowl - blue - electric & super

210. Christmas Compote - marigold - extremely rare, a classic rarity, nice!
2. 7^211 Brooklyn Bridge 10 ruffle bowl - marigold - scarce, nice
/etc 212. M'burg Roses & Fruits bon bon - green - radium, super, a rare bon bon
HOC 213. Corn bottle - marigold - nice

flOQ 214. Waterlily ftd ruffled sauce - red - outstanding red! looks red from a distance, extremely
rare

215. Waterlily ftd ruffled sauce - blue
900 216. M'burg Zig Zag tri-cornered crimped edge bowl - green - radium & super, rare shape
13^0 217. Blackberry Block 7 pc. water set - marigold - a great matching set, very rare
SIS'218. Nautilus whimsey 6" vase - purple - scarce color
1 nC 219. N's Poppy pickle dish - green - scarce color



220. Wishbone & Spades chop plate - purple - super pretty w/blue irid.
221. Wishbone & Spades 6" plate - purple - super, super, super, the best I've seen!

2S'222. Thin Rib & Drape 7" plate - marigold
V75^223. Fenton's Peacock at Urn 9" plate - blue - nice plate

224. Basketweave Open Edge ruffled bowl - red - always in demand
225. N's Bushel Basket - green - outstanding, as pretty as they get!

,?on 226. N's Bushel Basket - horehound - nice
227. N's Bushel Basket - orchid - a liter shade of purple, pretty
228 N's Bushel Basket - amethyst

3J^22S. Orange Tree 9" plate - blue - always in demand
<JS7} 230. Oriental Poppy 3 pc. water set - purple - pretty, tumblers sold seperate, choice

231. Oriental Poppy 7 pc. water set - marigold - a very pretty set!
4*5 232. Holly ruffled bowl - amethyst
?^r233. M'burg Boutonniere compote - amethyst - radium, nice
/.f^C234. Kitte-^s 6 ruffle bowl - marigold
j"7^235. Stippled Peacocks 9" plate - marigold - pastel pink irid., pretty
Jj_£236. M'burg Blackberry Wreath Variant 6" deep crimped edge bowl - amethyst - unusual shape
jX.nS'237. Peacock PCE bowl - marigold
/J2£.238. N'r. Butterfly bon bon w/ribbed back - blue - very pretty & very rare
^0 239. Or_ :e Tree trunk ruffled bowl - marigold

(2^240. St«: ed Three Fruits ruffled bowl - marigold - very scarce
? nS 241. Z . red Loop medium size lamp - smoke - very rare & desirable
/CJ>T 242 i - Nen Arches 8 pc. punch set - purple - very pretty, Imperial at its best
/Pi"243. Grape & Cable powder jar - marigold
^0 244. Top of the Morning hatpin - oark
JC 245 Scarab hatpin - dark
.5^0 246. Six Plums hatpin - dark
.r<~ 247. Collie Hat hatpin - dark

248 Corn vase - ice blue - Crider iridescence

f i" 249. Butterfly's hatpin - dark
250. Flora! carnival shade - marigold

^251, Auto vases (2) - marigold
VP 252. Tree of Life small basket - marigold

yi" 253. Necklace - white
10 254 Imperial Grape compote - marigold
j'O 255 Garland rosebowl - marigold

XO 25f " mall Basketv.^'eave basket - marigold
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